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Trials m 4-I

 ○                                                              4-I

 
   July 1 1974   0.020 mg     1:00PM ATS There was almost some tooth-rubby - at
                                         about 2:00- beer [with] lunch therefore
                                         no effect - go a bit slowly.

   July 4 1974   0.040 mg    10:50AM ATS No effect

   July 11 1974  0.065 mg     8:35AM ATS No effect

   Aug 8 1974     0.10 mg     8:30AM ATS General stimulation in P.M., but
                                         heavy exposure to I2.  no effect.∴

 - Sept 7 1974   0.175 mg    10:00AM ATS no effects

 - Jan 10 1975    0.25 mg     9:55AM ATS no effects

 + Jan 20 1975    0.40 mg    10:15AM ATS 2:30 (12:45PM)very lightly spaced
         real time-> 5:30 still lightly spaced getting a lot done
         5:45 (4:00PM)a bit more! a trace of teeth rubby
         10:45 (9PM)try to soften [with] booze- no intox- no sleep O.N. cat naps at
         best - repeat old CIA dream - AM - OK - no penalty for lack of sleep. Is
         this a opel that is a sense blockade? -Note 4-Me·2 carbon of Jan 11, 1975;
         the no-booze effect - The no-sleep effect?

 + April 29, 1975 0.60 mg     9:30AM ATS 3:00 nice spaced light-headedness-
         clear threshold. 4:00 still light-headed. time moving slowly.
         5:00 (2:30 on clock) Still there - slow tour of farm - sad reminiscences-
         at lower house (recalling pleasures now gone)- Ted's earlier days (high-
         school teen - "bat me a few" - I see the area-farm- getting old around me-
         I just can't do it all, and no-one else cares. Will I be allowed to be
         here when I am older. 7:00 Things seem to be becoming back-to-present.

 ± Aug 18, 1976   0.40 mg, 16µc 131I 11:35AM could kid myself at 3:00PM.
         otherwise n.e.

[Editor's Note: The following is a continuation from the previous page]

  ~April 1975      7.0 mg ATS Third try: 10:AM = 0:00 (10:10 in kitchen clock)
         1:15 light-head 1:40 pleasant high - I can explain earlier
         contradiction - I was looking for the wrong thing.
         2:10 full pleasure of everything 3:00 gone, largely.

   Oct 24 1976     8.0 mg ATS (2:10=[0:00]) [0:50] 1st hint [1:05] slight [1:10]
         very gradual -no eye-throw [1:30] up to 10-20% "window" effect of MDMA -
         slight edge effect loss. [2:05] substantially out - little effect overall- 
         yesterday was 100mg MDMA - perhaps some tolerance?

                                    continue on page 204


